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The EBEA is evolving: get involved

In this issue ..

To say the last two months have been busy, is an understatement!

Page 2-3: Exec Updates

The new EBEA leadership team has been reviewing all aspects of our
operations and planning changes. These may not be visible yet, but
2013 will see more opportunities for you to get involved — so we can
involve, represent and support you effectively.

Beginner Teacher programme
Regional CPD workshops
New communications manager
Changes at the office
EBEA Chair: media star!

This newsletter tells you about some of our first initiatives:
We are rolling out a support programme for Beginner Teachers
We will shortly begin piloting our new regional CPD workshops
We have planned our new look Annual Conference and the Bank of
England Conference
One of our biggest projects is to enhance our structures and processes
of the association so we can support you better. Fundamental to this is
switching the EBEA from operating on a calendar year to an academic
year. More information about this is being sent with renewals letters.

Page 4-5: Events
Annual Conference
Bank of England Conference

Page 6-7: Developments
OFSTED best practice report
PSHE Updates
ITT Update
KS4 Performance tables
Current Surveys

Page 8: Get involved

I said we’d been busy! With the current educational reforms, the role of
the EBEA and your involvement in our work has never more important.
See the back page for opportunities to contribute.

Sandra Donnelly
Chief Executive of the EBEA

Get involved

DIARY DATES!
Annual Conference :
14th-15th June

Bank of England:
Tues 25th June

EBEA Mission
To lead a vibrant community committed to quality and the development of
Business and Economics by challenging practice and standards through
active members who engage, debate and support each other

Our Core Principles
Identify, nurture and inspire the future stars
Provide opportunities for engagement and challenge
Lead the future development of the subject
Debating and questioning
Working, learning and developing together
Support each other and help solve problems
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The EBEA Beginner Teacher Programme
By Sandra Donnelly, Chief Exec
I’ve been on the road delivering workshops to ITT students as part
of our drive to share best practice and engage new teachers in the
work of the subject association. The workshops are not focused on
resources, but on effective pedagogy.
Simon Evans, PGCE Business Studies Programme Leader at Swansea
Met commented, ‘Given recent economic circumstances, there has
never been a more important time for us to produce high quality,
inspirational teachers of business subjects. It is vital that our stuSandra Donnelly, Chief Executive, with Swansea Metropolitan PGCE
dents learn from the very best in our profession, and Sandra and
Business students Michelle Eadon, Rebecca Jones and Mike Hackman
the EBEA are acknowledged to be just that.’
The EBEA is also working with ITT providers at Edge Hill, Staffs Uni, Swansea Institute and Gloucester SCITT to develop a
formal two year programme of support. Trainee teachers will gain a support network and opportunities to learn from
and share best practice with professionals across the subject. From an EBEA perspective it has the added bonus of helping identify the stars of the future and get them actively involved.

“ Really, really enjoyed today. Some great ideas I can’t wait to use”. Laura Walsh
“The most useful workshop I’ve participated in. Thank you!” Menna White
“An excellent workshop. Highly relevant and inspirational.” Mike Hackman

In the pipeline....EBEA regional workshops
Over the coming year, we will be developing our existing networks to develop and share best practice, by offering high
quality, local, training hosted by EBEA Facilitators—the best practitioners in our subjects. The workshops will deliver:
improved understanding of the level of quantitative skills needed
access to expert advice and support
access to the latest research into teaching and learning within the subject areas
advice and examples of best practice in different areas

We will be piloting our first events from February. If you are Interested in hosting an event or applying to become an EBEA Facilitator, register by email: office@ebea.org.uk

We’re making changes at the office
Claire Johnson, Operations Manager
The main focus for me in the office this year so far, has been the move to offering membership for the Academic year,
rather than the Calendar year. This is one of the busiest times of the year for me and to have lots of changes happening at
the same time has kept me very busy! However, it makes it all worthwhile, if it means that it is more
convenient for you. The next renewal process will take place in July next year, ready for the new term.
We are also looking to update our database, so that in the long term we will be able to interact with
and support you more effectively. We are confident that this will be in place by next Summer.
Also next year, we will be offering a freepost service for new membership applications and seeking
further automation on our Direct Debit processing. Watch this space!
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Applications for new Communications Manager
By Andrew Ashwin, Journal Editor
There has been a considerable amount of change taking place at the EBEA over the past few months.
Sandra Donnelly, the new CE of the EBEA has been working extremely hard to devise a new vision for
the Association and a large number of new structures and processes have been put in place to help
secure the EBEA into the future and reinvigorate its activities.
It is clear from the contributions that have come into the EBEA for the magazine over the last three years that there is
plenty of creative and dedicated teachers out there and the EBEA wants to help members share their talents. Our mission
is to ensure that members who do have some ideas that work for them ,and which may just help to improve or develop
classroom practice for you, are shared across the EBEA network.
I have been the Editor of TBE for the last three years and it is time for me to hand over the role to someone else. But as
part of the wider changes at the association, we are keen to recruit someone to oversee not just the development of the
Journal, but our wider communications: Facebook, Twitter, Forums, Surveys. This is an exciting opportunity to be at the
very centre of the subject association and help us share best practice and lead the development of the subject.

If you are interested in the new role or simply want to contribute to the journal, get in touch with
Sandra or Claire at the EBEA office for more information.

"Why I became a teacher" - The Guardian 25th November
By Kevin Abbott, Chair of the EBEA
It was an honour to be asked to contribute to The Guardian. My basic answer was that I became a teacher to engage students in the news and economy. As a result extra-curricular activities take up a lot of time, but I believe
they are a vital part of my economics and business studies teaching

Kevin Abbott, EBEA Chair, in the classroom

I refuse to work from textbooks. The moment one is written it is out of date.
Why would I use Richard Branson as an example of an entrepreneur when
we can look at Mark Zuckerberg? My big battle is to get students to be engaged in the news and the economy. I want to encourage my students to be
as passionate about the subject as I am. I love my subject so much that I'd
feel a failure if my students came away from one of my lessons thinking:
"well, that was boring".

I remember my inspirational teachers at school were the ones who made the subject come alive. I try to do the same. If I
stop being passionate about my subject, that's when I find another job.
A number of my economics starters, all previously published in this newsletter and on our website, are now also available on the Guardian Teacher Network website. They include:
• The Economics Cycle to music with a suggested tracklist
• Curve shift game
• Hit, Miss or Maybe (perfect for first lesson back after Christmas).
• Merger and Takeover Dominoes.
• Missing words game

Visit the Starters of the Month section of www.ebea.org.uk to view Kevin’s starters.

ANNUAL CONFERENCE & AGM

East Midlands Conference Centre
6pm Friday 14th - 4pm Saturday 15th June 2013
Members £260, Non-members £360
Economics, Business & Enterprise for the 21st Century
Keynote speaker BBC business journalist Steph McGovern
Debating the future: forums to include OFSTED, awarding bodies & academics
Practical teaching & learning workshops: developing & sharing best practice
The focus is on participation: debating, learning, sharing and questioning - this is a fantastic opportunity to improve your practice and have your say on the future of our subjects.
The Conference fee includes conference dinner and B&B on site in the new hotel in addition to all conference resources.

Book today: email office@ebea.org.uk for a booking form.

BANK OF ENGLAND CONFERENCE

Bank of England
Tuesday 25th June 2013
Members £100, Non-members £200, Students £30†
Current policies and their consequences for the UK
Keynote delivered by a member of the Monetary Policy Committee
Understanding the current stance of UK monetary policy
Debating the outlook for the economy and businesses
Exploring the implications for teaching Economics and Business Studies
This popular conference has limited places, so early booking is recommended.
†Additional delegates from a school/college: staff or students £30 each when

accompanied by a full paying member. Max of 5 delegates per school/college.

Simply email office@ebea.org.uk for a booking form.
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New OFSTED Good Practice Report published
Promoting enterprise in vocational courses for 16–19-year-old students in colleges
Published by Ofsted - November 2012
Between January and May 2012, inspectors visited 15 colleges to identify the key features of good practice in the promotion of enterprise-related skills and entrepreneurial capability among 16–19-year-old students following vocational
courses in colleges. The colleges had been judged to be either good or outstanding for overall effectiveness in their most
recent inspection.
The report highlights a number of key factors in the successful promotion of enterprise-related skills and entrepreneurial
capability. They are briefly summarised here:
the commitment of senior leaders to promoting enterprise-related skills and entrepreneurial capability
an extensive enterprise-related provision that was an integral and coherent part of students’ experience
highly skilled staff who had excellent knowledge and experience
teaching that consistently promoted enterprise-related skills
very strong links with local employers
learning that took place in facilities and environments that modelled industry standards and provided students
with experiences that reflected real employment situations
good outcomes for students in relation to success rates in formal qualifications.
The full report can be downloaded free of charge at http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/resources/promoting-enterprisevocational-courses-for-16-19-year-old-students-colleges

Economic Crisis Students Survey
The Association of European Economics Education has prepared an online survey to find out how 16 to 19 year old Economics, Business and Social Science students across Europe and internationally perceive the current crisis. Please ask your
students to take part in the survey and then use the experience as a stimulus for a discussion of the crisis in your classroom.
The survey is accessed from the following link: http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/economic-crisis-survey
The questions are available in English, French, German and Italian.

LSE Public Policy Group Survey
As an EBEA member you are invited to participate in the LSE Public Policy Group survey on the impact and value of academic research in the social sciences for our Impact of Social Sciences Project. It is vital for the social sciences to be able
to show the range of ways that its academics and research create impact as well as being able to show the value of this
work to government, business, civil society and public engagement at large. Your views will feed directly into our final
work.
There are two survey forms. Both are relatively short and should only take ten or so minutes to complete:
For academic researchers, the is here: https://www.research.net/s/SSKDXDX
For those outside universities, the link is here: https://www.research.net/s/socialscienceresearchusers
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Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education
David Butler reports on the latest updates
In its evidence to the DfE’s internal review on improving the provision of PSHE education the EBEA argued that ‘economic
education in the context of PSHE is about empowering young people as consumers, producers and citizens. It should help
them make sense of the world they live in, understand the economic choices they make and effectively prepare them for
their future adult lives’.
The EBEA went on to argue that PSHE education should be a statutory requirement and that the economic component
needs to be taught by teachers with appropriate subject expertise. The consultation ended on 30 November 2011 but we
are still awaiting the findings from this and the provision of guidance to schools. What is known is that PSHE will not be
made statutory (a decision has also been taken to drop the current statutory requirement for work-related learning).
What also appears to be emerging is a narrow view of economic education which confines itself to money management.
The EBEA is represented on the PSHE stakeholder group where it continues to push for the broader view of economic education it submitted to the DfE’s review.

2015 Key Stage 4 Performance Tables
David Butler reports on the latest updates
The DfE has recently announced the list of qualifications to be included in the performance table measures for 2015 at
KS4 (teaching starting in Sept 2013). The good news for members is that the Edexcel BTEC and OCR Cambridge National
business qualifications are now included. Members were concerned that they were omitted from the 2014 tables and
the EBEA campaigned to get them included . Below are the BTEC and OCR qualifications that will be included in all the
2015 performance measures other than the EBacc (including the 'headline' 5+ A*-C figures). The following qualifications
will count in the 2015 Key Stage 4 Performance Tables:
QAN
600/4786/0
600/6815/2
600/6816/4
500/4991/4
500/6536/1
600/5080/9

Qualification Title
Edexcel BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Award in Business
Edexcel BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Certificate in Business
Edexcel BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Extended Certificate in Business
Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Certificate in Business Administration (QCF)
Edexcel BTEC Level 1 Diploma in Business Administration (QCF)
OCR Level 1/2 Cambridge National Certificate in Business and Enterprise

ITT – Business and Economics Education Update
Guy Durden, EBEA Vice Chair for Education, reports
The Teaching Agency has just issued Business and Economics allocations to all providers of ITT. Overall, after significant
cuts in previous years, initial allocations to conventional providers have stayed roughly the same as last year with around
155 places on offer nationally. The allocations of outstanding providers are protected for the next two years and in most
cases have been slightly increased. The big change has been the allocation of an additional 33 places to Schools Direct,
where consortia of schools work with conventional providers to offer what is meant to be a more market driven model of
training that is both school based and led. There is considerable uncertainty in the sector at this point about how this
model will work and what the implications for the quality of training will be. As a result of the initial cuts in allocations
last year a number of long standing, high quality players are no longer offering Business/Economics training, including
Worcester, Warwick and Wolverhampton. Last year trainees were offered a bursary for training in Economics but this
has been withdrawn for next year. Business Studies trainees will continue not to receive any bursary support.

The new EBEA Beginner Teacher will provide high quality, subject specific training designed to supplement the
provision on the ITT pathways and giving all trainees access to the wider support available within our network.
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The Association is evolving:
It’s never been more important to be involved
A plea from the EBEA Chief Executive, Sandra Donnelly
The EBEA is committed to leading a vibrant community committed to quality and the
development of Business and Economics by challenging practice and standards
through active members who engage, debate and support each other
I left my head of department role at the Fallibroome Academy to become the EBEA Chief Exec because I passionately
believe that the leadership of our subject association is vital. Especially when our fantastic subjects are excluded from
the eBacc, there are far reaching changes to initial teacher training, bursaries and CPD budgets have been slashed......
To do this we are in the process of making some major changes to the EBEA, some visible, some behind the scenes to
ensure we can involve, represent and support you more effectively. But we need members like you to get involved.
I have been actively involved in the Association for a number of years whilst teaching. So I fully understand the pressure and the time demands on teachers. But, I didn’t go into teaching to get students to pass exams, but to inspire
them and do my best for them. The EBEA network of support exists to help teachers who share my aspirations and
commitment. Over the coming years, the EBEA will be lobbying hard for our subjects and working with the best educators to develop and promote the very best teaching and learning. So if you share our ambition: help us.

Get involved. It’s easy. It’s rewarding. It’s good for your career. It’s great for your students.
Getting involved with the work of the EBEA puts you at the heart of your profession. Like many worthwhile activities:
the more you put in, the more you will get out.
If you want to be the best teacher you can, then the EBEA can give you the opportunity to work with and learn from
the best practitioners in our subjects: by simply coming to our conference or a CPD workshop, hosting an event at your
school or getting involved in our teaching and learning network.
If you aspire to a future leadership role, then the EBEA can give you the opportunity to get involved in campaigns, curriculum development or external relations groups.
If you are interested in having your work published in the future, then the EBEA can give you the opportunity to have
your work published in our Journal.

Look out for more information in the Journal and future newsletters about opportunities to get
involved or register your interest by emailing office@ebea.org.uk

Final words...
As a not for profit organisation we exist solely to support the needs of our members.
If you have any comments, good or bad, about this newsletter or the EBEA in general, we want to
hear from you. Get in touch: sandra.donnelly@ebea.org.uk
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